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User’s manual!!!!

The following manual contains instructions regarding usage, storage and!
charging of light-for-me ACCU S 6.6Ah Li-Ion.!
We recommend reading the manual carefully and following its instructions.!
Acting against the manual may result in improper work of the ACCU!
and / or its irreversible damage.!!!!
Charging!!
Before starting the charging process, make sure the ACCU S is dry, check carefully the 
charging point - remove any moisture.!
Check the charger - make sure the cable is not torn or cut.!
To charge ACCU S - first connect the charger to the ACCU and then to the mains. Charger 
then will do a self-test (each green diode flash one by one) and start the charging process 
- each solid green diode means one fourth of the battery pack is charged.!
Once the charging process is finished (all three green diode are on), unplug the charger 
form the mains, wait for the charger to go off and then disconnect it from the ACCU.!
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!!!
Usage & connecting the RCA cable!!
Before connecting ACCU S to light-for-me RCA head or RCA - E/O cable  , check its 1

overall condition.!
Check the oring placed in the port 
connection and grease it if needed. If cut 
or torn - replace immediately.!!!!
Slide back the rotating nut and push the 
cable RCA end carefully inside the 
ACCU’s port connection / charging point 
(see photo). Twist the nut to the end. 
Check if the set works properly.!!!!!!!

!!
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�  For light-for-me RCA heads’ or RCA - E/O cable’s usage and storage - refer to a particular 1

product’s manual



!!!!!!
Storage!!
Rinse it after each dive, especially salt water dive. Make sure the RCA head or RCA - E/O 
cable is still connected - otherwise water may enter the canister through an open RCA port 
connection and flood it.!
Dry the ACCU S well and check its overall condition.!
Light-for-me ACCU S should be stored in a dry place.!
Avoid places where moisture can enter the ACCU.!
If stored with RCA head plugged in, make sure the head can’t be switched on by chance.!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Some of the above photos are exemplary only and may show different products than ACCU S.
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